1-Introduction
High-energy physics had been established a basic theory for an elementary particles and interactions. Standard Model one of the most important model to establishment this. the physics of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collision aimed to apply Standard Model theory on dynamically systems to study and understand the properties of nuclear matter [1] . Both Zweig and Gell-Mann independently had been introduced the quarks idea for building the matter in 1964 . Quarks in proton or neutron were helding together due to strong nuclear force. Beside the quarks ,the sciences introduce an idea that for any quarks corresponding antiquark have same properties except the charge was opposite for each other . Proton is composed of quarks and gluons. The spin values in proton is (1/2), it's coming from quarks the spin [2] . Quarks and gluons have a color quantum number that's makes quarks confined in hadron [3] . The particles protons and neutrons that contain quarks are called hadrons. Hadrons could be divided to baryons and mesons . Baryons are building of three quarks for protons and neutrons or antiquarks for anti neutrons and anti protons. On the other hand, mesons are bounding from pairs quark-antiquark confined by gluons [4] . The interacting matter is found to exist in the form of a super fluid state called The quark-gluon plasma is the super fluid state that produce from quark gluon matter interaction and it was investigation in the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collision (RHIC) or/and Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [5] [6] . Nuclear strong interaction could be establishing by Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). QCD was theory dependent on the distance between quarks [7] . Moreover, the report from lattice QCD calculation proves the existence of such matter (QGP) at very high temperature [8] . In recent years ago, The photons production studies at relativistic heavy ion collisions has availabe from CERN experimental and RHIC experiments at BNL [9] . However, the theoretical studies of quark Gluon interaction Was utilize with resummation technique [ [10] to estimation the photon self energy to evaluate the photonic rate.
Theory
To study and evaluation the photonic rate at quark gluon interaction is obtained the approximation rule from real time calculation of hard photonic production rate in order adopted at quantum field theory [11] . The photonic rate of the Gama emitted from quarks system per unit time per unit volume is given by self-energy retarded appropriate [12] .
The self-energy retarded propagators Im∏ due to spectral representation can be given by [13] .
Where 2 is the statical strength , 2 is quark charge , is the photonic energy ,T is the thermal energy of system , frequency propagator of quark system, is cut off parameter, ( , , − ) is propagator of system , ( − , − ) is the density distribution of system , ( ) and ( ) are the Jouttner distribution functions for quarks, anti-quarks and gluons and may be written as by [14] .
where ( , ) ̅̅̅̅ is the fugacity of quark and anti quark,and is the fugacity of gluon By substituting the Eqs. (2) and (3) in Eq. (1) and treatment mathematically ,the results is
Where becomes. = 0.577is the Euler constant, is electrodynamic strength approximated equally to α ≈ 1 137 , is the charge of quark and ( ) is the strength quantum coupling that's may be written as [15] .
Where is the transfer momentum of media, is the flavor quantum number and is the transition critical energy. 
Result
In this paper we evaluated the photonic rate at Compton processes for quark gluon interaction depending on extended the expression using the fugacity correlation .The evaluation are performed for quarks system have quntum flavor number =2 and 4 for ug→d and Cg→d sytems respectivelly. Strength quantum coupling, photonic energy, color quantum number, thermal energy media , flavor number and fugacity correlation parameter are active parameters controlling on the photonic flow rate in quarks interactions at Compton processes. The photonic rate as fulfillment to estimation the strength quantum coupling for ug→d and Cg→d systems using Eq. (5) The rate was evolution of two system using calculated date of the strength quantum coupling ( ) that's shown in table (1) and matlab program with fugacity correlation parameter = 0.02 and = 0.09 for quark and gluon [16] . Next parameter for the photonic rate is quark charge at both system .It is played more effective in photonic emission at system according to electromagnatic field effect. The quarks charge of system can be estimation using ∑ 2 = 2 + 2 and∑ 2 = 2 + 2 . However, the photonic rate is function of the fugacity parameter for quark and gluon that's was shown in Eq. (4). The photonic rate should be evaluation using Eq.(4) for both system by substituting the strength coupling ,photonic energy (GeV), thermal energy media T , fugacity parameter , quarks charge system ∑ 2 and Euler constant . A MATLAB soft ware program has been using to evaluation the photonic rate for ug→d and and Cg→d systems using Eq.(4), the results are tabulated in tables (2), (3) , (4) and (5) 
Discussion
The photonic rate in quark-gluon interaction at Compton proces have been studied and evaluation in term of a quantum chromodynamic theor . According to quantum chromodynamic postulate of field theory, the photons are emission by fluctuations of propogation of both quarks and gluon system. In this research , we have calculation of photons produce from one-loop contributions.With a suitable quarks election in ug→d and Cg→d reaction systems the flow rate at Compton scattering are performed to the quantum flavor number 2 1nd 4 respectively. The electromagnetic coupling constant ≈ 1/137 is much smaller than the strength coupling for strong interactions. In the results, the photonic producing during the quark gluon interaction at hadronic Phase as aresult the to large free path compare to lifetime of the system fireball. In tables(2to 5) , we can show the net photonic rate emission at different thermal energies T=.150 ,0.200,0.250 and 0.300GeV with the various photonic energy for Compton process. This indicate that results of flow rate of photons are highly effecte due to thermal energy for the system, and it seems to be large near the hot temperature . This leads to the fact of strength coupling is dependent on thermal energy and critical temperature dependent and when increasesd in thermal energy T lead to smaller Strength quantum coupling and the system approaching to the deconfined behavior that's means the quarks and gluons are weakly interaction in system. It means that increasing of thermal energy system increasing in photonic rate that's means in case of finite thermal energy , the increasing thermal energy lead to increase the size of droplet which refrers to good output photonic flow in respect of hadronic phase structure. In quark gluon interaction system the phase transition was opposite to thet hermal energy (temperature). This results at tables (2 to5) in all the system interaction , the simple model for this reactions is very advantage to study the photonic rate production at Compton processes.
It is founded to be very large rate in high temperature T=300 MeV for all system through the quarks interaction at Compton processes . Photon emission at Compton process is increased when the critical temperature is increased, and for both system the rate production in this process have been still a high at Tc=190 GeV. In tables (2-5) ,we can show the photonic rate at different critical temperature T =160 and 190 MeV through Compton process for quark quantum flavor numer n = 2 and 4,the photonic rates are showing to be increases with the thermal energy T of system . This increasing in photonic rate was effected due to themal energy temperature as well as the fugacity parameters of the system. So the photonic rate calculation of simple model with different quantum flavor number 2,and 4 has improvement the color quntum theory for the strong nuclear forces . Moreover, the results of photonic rate at tables (2-5) for two systems are suppressing by about a 1-5 factor , its hows that photonic rate results are approximated values at hadronic phase dependent on physical features of photons . Overall the data results in all tables indicate that Photonic rate production a function of decreases the strength quantum coupling and transverse momentum for system incorporating with quantum flavor for quark . Finally, we conclusion that the effect of calculation strength quantum coupling factor on photonic rate by discussion of the behavior of strong nuclear forces and the rate was decrease due to decreases the strength quantum coupling and vice versa
Conclusion
In this research, we have been study and evaluation the photonic rate produce in Quark gluon interaction at hadronic phase. Its solving a set equation that preparing to evaluate the photonic rate based on the color quantum theory and using the Juttner function of distribution of the system,next we have obtained an expressions to evaluate the photonic production at Compton processes . . We could be concluded that photonic rate calculation of quark gluon interaction as a function of strength quantum coupling .However , we have evaluated the photonic rate in a hadronic phase at deferent photonic energies. We find that the increase of the thermal energy will change the photonic rate caused by the increase thermal energy system , making the net photonic rate strongly increasing of the photonic energy to emission .From results ,its shown that quark -gluon interaction at the Compton scattering is the main feature of quantum chromodynamic theory and making to inderstanding the postulate of field theory,so the photonic yield is good sensor of quantum color hypothesis.
